COVIZ 4D PRODUCT SHEET

See Your Next Drilling Opportunity
In Context with CoViz 4D
Dynamic Graphics’ 4D Visualization Technology
CoViz® 4D leads the industry in providing advanced 3D
and 4D quantitative visualization of static and
dynamic data in a variety of subsurface scenarios including onshore, offshore, and unconventional plays. The
understanding of large, diverse, and dynamic datasets is
critical for optimizing production and development
decisions in complex geologic settings.
CoViz 4D makes it possible for multi-disciplinary users
to simultaneously view, interrogate and animate datasets from throughout the asset development team. Many
of these disparate data are processed in a variety of
software applications provided by multiple vendors and
operated by multidisciplinary users with unique expertise.
CoViz 4D—through the Data Registry module—provides
a means for teams and individuals to access information
simultaneously from many sources and applications in a
flexible viewing environment without the need for specific
knowledge of where the information is stored, or how to
run the software that generated the information.
2D-3D-4D seismic data, structural / property models,
net pay / GIP / EUR maps, well logs, top picks,
production / injection rates / volumes, completion
locations and type, drilling hazards, microseismic events,
satellite and other imagery, LiDAR scans, lease blocks,
infrastructure and facilities locations, as well as reservoir
simulation models can all be integrated and viewed in
context—regardless of the original data source. Understanding through data fusion—powerful in 3D—increases
enormously when used in 4D: the unique temporal
functionality in CoViz 4D allows users to visualize
dynamic relationships at both the field-wide and
platform/pad level.

Hydraulic fracturing is monitored using microseismic data. Event locations, error
bars, and focal mechanisms are visualized in 4D in relation to the surrounding
geologic model, well locations, and surface infrastructure. Treatment curves are
also integrated into the display.

About Dynamic Graphics, Inc.
Software Solutions Since 1969
Dynamic Graphics,® Inc. provides world class
solutions for spatial analysis problems in the
petroleum, environmental, and earth-related
sciences. Over the past four decades, we have
been the premier provider of geospatial answers
with our innovative, easy-to-use software and
outstanding support services.
We offer three separate software packages:
CoViz® 4D, WellArchitect®, and EarthVision®.
Each can be a standalone product, serving a
different purpose in the hydrocarbon development or environmental analysis workflow.
However, when used in conjunction, they provide
a collaborative multidisciplinary environment

Hydraulic fracturing is monitored using microseismic data. Event locations, error bars, and focal
mechanisms are visualized in 4D in relation to the surrounding geologic model, well locations, and
surface infrastructure. Treatment curves are also integrated into the display.

that offers dramatic synergies.

All of our software products are designed to meet
clients’ practical application needs, industry
standards, and our own stringent quality-control
requirements. We provide a complete spectrum

The large onshore dataset from Teapot Dome Wyoming visualized using CoViz 4D. Data courtesy
of RMOTC and the U.S. Department of Energy.

of regularly scheduled and customized training
courses prepared by our full-time educational
services staff. Once our products are in use at
a client site, our experienced technical support
personnel are available to offer their expertise
and unparalleled levels of support.
Dynamic Graphics is committed to responding to
the challenges our clients face in their day-to-day
work. We know that the continued success of our
company depends upon developing innovative,
dependable, easy-to-use software, while offering
strategic support services that help our clients
solve their demanding, time-sensitive problems.
The quality of our service is the key to our past
success: let us show you how we can turn that
into success for your company!
Quarry operations captured with LiDAR data scans. One of a wide variety of spatial data types
that can easily be integrated in the CoViz 4D environment. Data used with permission of owners
McCaffrey, K.J.W, Feely, M. Hennessey, R. & Thompson, J. 2008.
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Integrated 2D-3D-4D Visualization
for Collaborative Team Sessions and for the
Individual’s Desktop
Advanced visualization technology was first envisioned to
empower teams in a collaborative environment for
processes such as exploration planning, exploitation
evaluation, and reservoir surveillance. Now Dynamic
Graphics is bringing these same capabilities to the
desktop and laptop so that team members can have
broad data fusion capability at all times, even in remote
field locations. With greater access to, and comprehension of, vital information from the desktop or in
collaborative meetings, Dynamic Graphics customers are
positioned to make better and faster decisions in order
to seize opportunities and accelerate returns from efforts

Multiple laterals can be planned from a single pad. 3D / 4D seismic data and reservoir property models add context to the visual well planning environment. Data courtesy of RMOTC
and the US Department of Energy.

and investments.

CoViz Integrated Well Designer
CoViz Integrated Well Designer™ (CVIWD), an optional
module for use with CoViz 4D, offers quick, robust, easy-to-use
well planning for non-expert well planners within the context
of their geologic, geophysical, and reservoir data. Driven by
the strength of the Dynamic Graphics’ WellArchitect planning
engine, CVIWD combines powerful well planning software with
advanced 3D visualization capabilities—a major step forward for
the oil & gas drilling industry.
Many geoscientists and engineers prefer to first create an appropriate well path within their data, rather than simply sending 3D target locations to a professional well planner (inside or
outside of their organization). By creating their own well paths,
Well planning in the context of reservoir properties, geologic / structural models,
and drilling targets. Data courtesy of RMOTC and the US Department of Energy.

they can analyze for example, whether it is more efficient to
sidetrack, and if the wellpath is staying within the zone.
Working in CoViz Integrated Well Designer, users can identify
and manage problem areas faster, shortening the cycle between
geosciences and drilling, thereby maximizing returns on drilling
investments.
CoViz Integrated Well Designer offers:

Well plans can be quantitatively studied in relation to the subsurface environment
to be drilled. Net-to-Gross penetration, for instance, can be maximized through
optimizing the 3D wellbore location.

•

Calculation with a variety of curves, and automatic display in a
robust 3D ⁄ 4D visualization environment via CoViz 4D

•

2D and 3D geologic target generation within the context of all
the asset team’s data

•

The ability to sidetrack from any well and change the tie-on
on-the-fly

•

Display of ellipsoids of uncertainty and driller’s targets based
on ISCWSA standard tool models

Fast, accurate, easy-to-use well planning, all within the context
of the asset teams data for optimal wellbore placement.

Microseismic Visualization
CoViz 4D provides the ideal dynamic
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Extensible, User
Customizable Software

under the control of the users.

magnitude, and stage (and optionally focal
CoViz 4D enables integrated visualization of
ries, perforations, receiver locations (surface
array and down-hole), treatment curves,
induced fracture locations, and stimulated
rock volumes. Information can be quickly and
easily updated as new events and data are
recorded. For an even more complete understanding of complex reservoir systems, all of
the relevant hydraulic fracturing data may be

Stimulated rock
volumes are
generated, and
evolve in time, based
on the distribution of
microseismic events.
Error bars, including azimuthal error,
can be added to the
analysis, in addition
to predicted fluid
fronts.

visualized in conjunction with other critical
subsurface information such as acoustic logs,
FMI logs, fault geometries, earth models/
stratigraphy, seismic reflection data, and
more. Statistical plots of any of the quantitative datasets are easily produced and
interactively linked to the 3D/4D visualization
for on-the-fly analysis.
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Sharing Your 4D Data Analysis
Presentation quality material generated
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